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The effect of an RF field on the anomalies of the tunnel conductivity of junctions with magnetic impurities
contained in an oxide layer and situated in a constant magnetic field is considered. The alternating field
increases the conductivity near a zero value of the voltage applied to the junction. The change of conductivity
can reach values equal to the characteristic anomalies observed in the absence of an RF field. The effect is at
resonance with the frequency of the alternating field and depends substantially on the degree of the EPR
saturation of the impurities. The possibility of using tunnel junctions to detect EPR signals is discussed.
PACS numbers: 73.40.Gk, 72.20.My, 76.30.Da

1. The presence of magnetic impurities in a thin
dielectric layer between two normal metals affects
substantially the current-voltage characteristics of
such a tunnel junction (see, e.g., Ref. 1). Near-zeyo
applied voltage (V =0) the junction conductivity G(V) has
a logarithmic peak. In a constant magnetic field, the
picture of the anomaly of G(V) changes radically: the
peak at V=O decreases in amplitude (to a s little a s
zero) and two side peaks symmetrical about V=O a r e
produced, with the distance between them proportional
to the applied magnetic field. This behavior of the conductivity is due to the lifting of the spin degeneracy in
the magnetic field.

Appelbaum and AndersonZ investigated theoretically
the influence of electron scattering by localized spins
on the tunnel characteristics of junctions in a constant
magnetic field. They have shown that a substantial role
is played in the behavior of the conductivity by the population of the Zeeman sublevels of the spins localized in
the contact. This makes it possible to influence the
amplitudes of the anomalies in G(V) by varying these
populations. The state of the Zeeman subsystem is
extremely sensitive t o an external resonant R F field.
It is precisely this circumstance which leads to the two
problems treated in the present paper. The first is the
effect of an R F field on the conductivity of a tunnel junction with impurities in a constant magnetic field. The
second i s the feasibility, in principle, of investigating
the resonant characteristics of the spins localized in the
junctions by measuring the tunnel conductivity.
2. The action of the alternating field is best assessed by the tunnel-Hamiltonian method used t o describe the properties of the junction in a constant magnetic field.' In this method, the Hamiltonian of the
problem

contains, in addition to the main Hamiltonian that includes the energies H: of the magnetic impurities in the
oxide layers and the energies g of the conduction electrodes in both electrodes, also a small perturbation H ,
that describes the electron tunneling and reflection.
The Hamiltonian of the conduction electrons is of the
form
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where a,, and b,, a r e the Fermi operators of the electrons in the first and second electrodes, and ,&: and
&,b, a r e their energies reckoned from the Fermi level
&
, and include the Zeeman energy.
The Hamiltonian of the impurity spins situated in a
constant field b, and the alternating field h, (qlh,,)is
given by

where w , =yh,, w , =yh,, and H, describes the spin r e laxation processes.
The operator H,, whose form is

describes electron tunneling without interaction with
the impurities (the t e r m s a T ) and the processes accompanied by magnetic (the t e r m s aT,) and nonmagnetic (terms KT,)scattering of the electrons by the
impurities. The t e r m s proportional to J, and Jb correspond to reflection of the electrons from the oxide
layer on account of the electron interaction with the
impurity spins. To simplify the calculations we a s sume that the impurities a r e concentrated near the
boundary of the a-electrode with the oxide layer (J, =0).
No account is taken in the Hamiltonian of the interaction between the impurity spins, o r of the multiple
scattering of the electrons, since the spin density is
assumed to be small. We can therefore omit from the
subsequent calculations the summation over the impurities (C,)and multiply in the final expressions the
t e r m s with T, and T, by the number N , of the spins on
the a-side of the barrier. If the constant field is not
uniform, the multiplication by N , must be replaced by
summation with appropriate weightingcoefficients determined by the character of the inhomogeneity. An example of such a calculation can be found in Ref. 3. The
field inhomogeneity is not taken into account hereafter,
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s o a s not to clutter up the result. We confine the analysis for the localized angular momenta t o the spin S = i ,
and assume in addition that the g-factors of the spins
and of the conduction electrons differ enough to make
the alternating field nonresonant for the electrons.

Solving the equation of motion for the density matrix
of the system in the DRCS accurate t o second order in
Z?,(t) we have for the mean value of the arbitrary operator Q

The current through the junction is
I=-e (dN.ldt) = ie( [N., HI ),

N. = z a : a,,,

(5)

k,O

where (. . . ) =Tr(p. . . ) and p is the density matrix of the
entire system. Owing to the properties of the Hamiltonian (4), the t e r m s I, and I, in the current I =I,+I,
through the junction a r e respectively dependent on and
independent of the spin of the impurities. The alternating field influences the current via i t s influence on the
impurity spins, whose contribution to the current

will be calculated below. The contribution

remains unchanged when the alternating field is turned on
and coincides with the analogous t e r m of the expression
obtained in Ref. 2 for the current.

3. It i s expedient to calculate the mean values in (6)
in the so-called "double rotating coordinate system"
(DRCS) in the space of the spin variables of the impurity4:
<ak.+bh..-S,)=Sp{ p ( t )a,,+b,~,~.Y=(t)}.

where in accord with the foregoing

fio(t) =pEp,S(t), where p: is the equilibrium density matrix
of the conduction electrons, and pi(t) is the density matrix, corresponding t o @ ( t ) , of the impurity spins in the
alternating spin. The form of the matrix Go(t) permits
separate averaging over the spin and F e r m i operators.
The correlators for the electron system a r e obtained
from the equations of motion, and the expressions obtained for them enter in the formula for the current in
such a way that their dependence on the electron-spin
orientation can be neglected.
4. Retaining in the expressions for I, the t e r m that
contribute t o the conductance G = a l / a ~ ,we obtain the
corrections of first and second order in the perturbation H,:

- -

1:" = - 4 K ~ e j d ~ , de..f(e.J
j

-- --

(8)

while in the evolution operator of the entire system

(13)

x [ f ( ~ (Ai(t,ti)-Ai(ti,t))+Ai(ti,
r)
t)l,
A1 (ti, tj) =sp{po'(t,)'S(t,)~(t,)),

The conversion to the DRCS is via the transformation

where k(t) =exp(-iwS,t) i s the operator of the transition
to the coordinate system (RCS) that rotates about the z
axis at the frequency w of the alternating field;
=exp(-iSS,) is the operator of the rotation of the z axis
of the RCS t o align it with the direction of the effective
magnetic field h, =(A' + ~ f ) " ~ /=o,/y,
y
which lies in the
z x plane of the RCS at an angle 9 =tan-'(o,/h), A = w
- w,, with the z axis; $(t) =exp(-iw,S,t) is the operator
of the transition t o a coordinate system that rotates with
frequency w, around
The use of the DRCS is convenient because the impurity Hamiltonian takes in it the
simplest form

j dt. e~p[i(eV+e,.-r.~)( t - t , ) 1

--

where K = ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ( E ~ ) PpaSb(~,,)
~ ( E ~a r) eNthe
~ ,state densities in the metals a and b, and f ( x ) is the F e r m i function, while

- j- j-

I ~ ( ~ ) = - ~ K J de,,
. , R ~de,
~

--

-- --

1

11

j j dt, exp[i(eV+e,-8,s)

de,.f(eh.) dt,

__

(t-ti)

1

..-

where the time dependent functions B,, 4 , and B , a r e
defined a s follows:
Bi-Az(tl, ti, t ) +Az(tz, t, tl) , Bz-Az ( t , ti, t2) + A 2 ( t I ,t , t 2 ) ,
Bs-Aa(tz, ti, t),-Az (ti, t , tz) ;As (t,, tj, t*)=Sp

(14)
{PC(tz)S ( t i ) [ S ( t j )S ( t h ) I ) .

T o calculate the quantities A, and 4 i n (13) and (14)
we use the well-known expression for the density matrix
in the RCS.5 T o this end, we subject A, and 4 to the
following identity transformation:

(2

SP
(ts) 5 a (tt)26 Ut,)z v (tit)L
SP {@(tz)%; RCS (t,) 2-lK-l (ts)Sa ( t i ) S(~t i ) z v(tr)}

we can, by virtue of the smallness of the operator H,
relative to the Zeeman energy of the spin a_nd t o the
energy% we can use a perturbation theory inHR(t), i.e.,
in the entire impurity Hamiltonian in the DRCS. We
shall use hereafter in the evolution operators the
zeroth approximation in HR(t), since the resultant corrections a r e small (- (HR/H,)2). The relaxation processe s a r e thus taken into account by us only in the time
evolution of the spin-system density matrix, where
their role is essential.
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~p (piRCS(ts)2-'W-' (ta)Fa (ti)gfi(t,)ZY( t r )3 (ts)2).
(15)
In the case of the spin-phonon relaxation mechanism,
neglecting the spin-spin interaction for a spin S = $ in the
stationary regime, the matrix elementsp~,,,a r e independent of time and a r e given by

where

T,

and 7, a r e the times of the longitudinal and
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transverse spin relaxation, and 8 is the temperature.
Substituting (16) and (15) in (13) and (14), we obtain a n
equation for the conductance of the junction:

The t e r m G, corresponds to the contribution I, to the
tunnel current, and its value according t o Ref. 2 is

The contributions to G corresponding to I,(') and 1,(2)take
the form

5. Formulas (19) and (20) yield an expression for the
conductivity of a tunnel junction with magnetic impurities
in a constant and alternating magnetic fields. We shall
discuss two of their results, which in our opinion a r e
of greatest interest. The first is the dependence of the
conductivity on the applied voltage at various levels of
the impurity spin-resonance saturation. It is natural to
expect a maximum influence of the alternating field on
the behavior of the conductivity under resonance conditions (A =O). Recognizing that wo>>w and that for reasonable values w,<< 8, we obtain from (19) and (20)
Gt(V) In-o=G:" (V) IA-,+G:"

(V) la-ol
1,

cos li- (pI,-p2~)[cod

6
+ cos2-(th
2

6

6

th p.-,]} F ( ~ o ~ )
L L q,.-sin4 2

rp,,- th p-,o)

]}f (w.).

6
6
[sinz- th pl-,+ cola-th
2
2
th pl0+ co. 6 th
6
2- (p,.-p2,) [2 coa2- th pl0- coa 6 th
2

p,,]] F(plo)

Q.]) ~(rp,.)
F(c~~-,),

In the calculations that follow we use the approximation

where Eo is a cutoff parameter. We have left out of
(19) and (20) the t e r m s due to the off-diagonal matrix
elements of the density matrix (16). Estimates for the
region where the alternating field affects most the
anomalies of the conductivity (the region of saturation
of the magnetic resonance) show these t e r m s to be
small.
We note that at low alternating-field amplitudes
(w,- 0) or in the case of nonresonant saturation ( ( A I
-) the expressions for the conductivity of the tunnel
junction coincide exactly with the result of Refs. 2 for

-

s='2'

FIG. 1. Dependence of the conductance G2(V)la= on the applied voltage at various values of the saturation factor a
=
( 6 ) = 0.3 K, q,=3 . 7 5 ~ 1 HZ):
0 ~ ~ 1) z = 0. 2) z = l ,
3) z = 10, 4) z=

*.
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G:" (V) la,,=-2enl.K

(22)

1

q,"- th p-,0) F(p,O)

1
0
th pt0] F(rpt0)+ [2-kTT;thZth

0

q-,'] I(&))

where cp: = (eV +aw0)/28, a = O and i 1 , and z = W?T,T, is
the saturation factor.
The conductance component that depends on the voltage
V is shown in Fig. 1. In the numerical calculations we
used in (19) and (20) at the parameters E, = 10 MeV and
J,p(&,) =O.Ol, which correspond to the experimental
s i t u a t i ~ n It
. ~i s seenfrom the figure that with increasing
power of the R F field the conductivity increases in the
vicinity of V=O. The physical reason is that the alternating field decreases the difference between the populations of the Zeeman sublevels, and this difference
determines G,(O). Thus, when the R F field is turned
on we obtain not the two peaks whose position is determined in the constant field by the spin splitting, but
three peaks, with the amplitude strongly dependent on
the magnetic-resonance saturation levels. We note that
the change of the amplitude of the central peak is comparable in magnitude with the observed anomalies.
Obviously, detuning from resonance (increase of I A 1)
leads to a decrease of the degree of saturation of the
spin system. One can therefore expect the dependence
of the conductivity on the alternating-field frequency to
be resonant. The maximum influence of the resonance
saturation on the conductivity occurs in the vicinity of
V=O (see Fig. I), s o that an examination of the dependence of just G,(O) on A is in order. Setting V in (19)
and (20) equal to zero, we obtain the plot, shown in

-

FIG. 2. Amplitude of G2 at V = 0 a s a function of A for differ= 3.75X loi0 Hz, ho 13 kG; wi= 1.25 x
ent temperatures (q,
lo6 Hz, hi-1 G ; 6 = 1.25 x106 Hz; z = 10): 1) €9 = 0.5 K, 2)
(u= 1 K, 3) @ = 2 K.
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Fig. 2, of G,(A)I,=, on the detuning from resonance at
various temperatures but at a constant saturation level
z = 10.
In the limit w,>> 8 and we<< 8 we get for G,(A)~,., the
simple expression

which corresponds t o the standard magnetic-resonance
line shape under saturation conditions. The width 6 of
this line is determined by the alternating-field amplitude and by the relaxation times:

Comparison of the approximate result (23) with the
conductance G,(A)~, calculated from (19) and (20)
shows that the width of the r e a l resonance curve practically coincides with (24).

,,

Thus, an investigation of the function G,(A) I,=, a t
sufficiently low temperatures (tanh(oo/28)- 1) makes it
possible in principle to study the resonance characteristics of spins localized inside a tunnel junction. The
sensitivity of the method proposedfor detecting the magnetic resonance may turn out to be very high. As already noted, the resonance signal is comparable with
the tunnel-conductivity peaks, which a r e reliably observed a t a rather small number of impurity moments.
For example, it follows from the data of Bermon et al.'
that the presence of 10" iron ions in the oxide layer of

an Al-A4O-A1 junction leads to a considerable amplitude of the conductivity anomalies. Under the experimental conditions of Ref. 6, the iron ions a r e concentrated in a narrow layer, and this makes it necessary to
take into account the interaction between the impurity
spins, something not done in our model. Allowance for
the spin-spin interaction, however, does not alter the
result qualitatively, and furthermore the number 10" is
apparently not the lowest one a t which anomalies in the
conductivity can be observed. At the same time, for
typical parameters, for modern EPR installations
5 x 10'0-1011 spins i s the limit.
The authors thank E. G. Kharakhash'yan for discussions that stimulated the work.
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Surface absorption of electromagnetic waves in metals by
random boundary inhomogeneities
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Absorption of an electromagnetic wave by scattering of grazing electrons by random inhomogeneitiesof the
surface of a metal, in a parallel magnetic field, is investigated theoretically. On the basis of diffraction theory,
the effective electronic diffusivity coefficient of a slightly rough boundary is found as a function of its
statistical characteristics. Additivity is established for the contributions of volume and surface collisions to the
electromagneticabsorption, and the possibility is demonstrated of introducting a surface scattering frequency
v:' of the grazing electrons. The dependence of the surface impedance, the diffusivity coeficient, and the
frequency v:' on the mean height and length of the irregularities, the constant magnetic field, and the skin
thickness, frequency, and polarization of the external electromagnetic field is determined and analyzed. It is
shown that there exists a quite broad range of values of the parameters within which surface scattering of
electrons dominates over volume scattering.
PACS numbers: 78.20.Ls, 78.70. - g, 72.10.Fk

1. INTRODUCTION
Interaction of electrons with the specimen surface exe r t s a substantial influence on the high-frequency prope r t i e s of metals in a magnetic field H. As an example,
938
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we mention a number of paper^"^ in which the role of
reflection of electrons from a metal boundary in the
phenomenon of cyclotron resonance was investigated.
When the reflection is nearly specular, the character of
the resonance changes because of the appearance in the
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